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Abstract. Efficient delineation of conservation areas is a great challenge in maintaining 
biodiversity. Kernel density estimators (KDEs) are a powerful tool in this perspective, but they 
have not been applied at the population level on patch-distributed organisms. This would be 
particularly worthy for species that need broad habitats beyond those where they can be sampled; 
such as terrestrial lands for pond-breeding amphibians. The aim of this study was to compare 
different approaches for the identification of suitable areas for conservation: KDE, ecological niche 
modelling, and a combination of KDE and niche models. Paedomorphosis was chosen as a model 
system because this is an important form of intraspecific variation that is present in numerous taxa, 
but geographically localized within species and globally endangered. 277 ponds were sampled in 
one of the hotspots of paedomorphosis to determine the abundance and distribution of 
paedomorphs (i.e. individuals retaining gills at the adult stage) of the palmate newt (Lissotriton 
helveticus), with emphasis on the connections between the most valuable populations. KDEs gave 
insights into the surface areas required to balance the maintenance of certain number of connected 
ponds and the respective number of disjoint areas in which the whole population is divided. The 
inclusion of barriers in the models helped in accurately designing the limits of the areas to protect. 
Alone, habitat models were not able to successfully delineate the area to protect, but the integration 
between terrestrial suitable areas or barriers and KDE allowed an objective identification of areas 
required for conservation. Overall, the best performance was observed by the KDE integrating 
ecological barriers, and by the combination between KDE and niche modelling. In a broader 
perspective, KDEs are thus a pertinent tool in providing quantitative spatial measurements to 
delineate conservation areas based on patch-abundance data with a specific focus to connectivity.  

Keywords: Amphibian decline; Connectivity; Conservation; Ecological niche model; 
Facultative paedomorphosis; Kernel density estimation; MaxEnt; Palmate newt; Protected areas; 
Utilization distribution 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Identifying and delineating conservation areas are of primary importance to sustain biodiversity. 
This has proven useful at large scales by focusing priorities on global biodiversity hotpots (Myers 
et al. 2000). At more local scales, this approach allows the characterization of more strictly 
protected areas such as reserves or national parks based on the distribution or densities of threatened 
species and communities (Ronconi et al. 2012). In this framework, taking into account connectivity 
and broad scale area is also an essential strategy in designing conservation areas (Cushman et al. 
2012, Kanagaraj et al. 2013). Historically, the identification of conservation areas has been based 
on subjective criteria. However, in the present biodiversity crisis, quantitative approaches are 
needed for an effective identification of areas to be prioritized for conservation (Kremen et al. 2008, 
Naidoo et al. 2008). 
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The development of spatial statistical methods now offers the possibility of more accurately 
defining conservation boundary limits. Several tools, such as ecological niche modelling (ENM) 
(following Warren 2012), landscape genetics (Segelbacher et al. 2010) and kernel density 
estimations (KDEs) (O'Brien et al. 2012) have been proposed to identify suitable areas for target 
species, and provide objective indication where to put the boundaries for protected areas. 
Landscape genetics is mostly used to evaluate connections between populations and to propose 
corridors (Segelbacher et al. 2010). ENMs can evaluate relationships between species distribution 
data and environmental layers representing both landscape and climatic variables, and identify 
areas with highest environmental suitability. These suitability maps can be then used to propose 
areas with high conservation priority, particularly for threatened species for which limited 
information on distribution is available (Araujo and Williams 2000, Pearson 2011). Kernels have 
initially been widely used to delineate home-ranges, i.e. the amount of space used by animal 
individuals (Worton 1989, Hart et al. 2013). They consist of estimating density probabilities across 
space (Seaman and Powell 1996). Such location data are obtained from visual or automated 
tracking of individuals, but given their costs are often limited to a fraction of the population (Wilson 
et al. 2009, Hart et al. 2013, Schofield et al. 2013). KDEs can also take into account barriers to 
better delineate distributions utilization (Benhamou and Cornélis 2010, Barry and McIntyre 2011), 
but such elements are rarely taken into account.  

More recently, KDEs have been proposed to characterize the distribution and abundance of 
species across space (Martins et al. 2013). In this context, the location of each observation of 
different individuals at a given time is used instead of the location of a single individual across 
time. The analyses thus allow one to explore areas larger than just the home-ranges and to take the 
whole population into consideration, and thus to delineate conservation areas that encompass the 
highest number of individuals. For instance, O'Brien et al. (2012) used bird surveys along transects 
to define the limits of a coastal reserve. However, such analyses have not yet been done on the 
basis of patch-breeding occupancy data. Such an approach would be particularly useful for species 
that can be sampled efficiently in small patches, whereas they need surrounding environments 
where they have more secretive habits during their life-cycle. Amphibian decline is the highest 
among vertebrates, and the amphibian biodiversity crisis has been described as the sixth world 
mass extinction (Wake and Vredenburg 2008). Pond-breeding amphibians need water for 
reproduction but also terrestrial lands for foraging, estivation and overwintering (Wells 2007). 
Their biphasic life-cycle makes them particularly vulnerable to environmental changes as 
disturbance in both aquatic and terrestrial lands could have detrimental consequences. In addition 
of providing adequate resources, the terrestrial environment is essential in maintaining connectivity 
among breeding sites (Smith and Green 2005). On the other hand, although some species are 
abundant and widespread over large areas, others are locally rare over their distribution range or 
are geographically localized (Sillero et al. 2014). It is thus essential to delineate connected 
conservation areas that encompass both aquatic and terrestrial habitats, rather than focusing only 
on the conservation of wetlands. In this context, KDEs could prove useful in determining 
distribution utilization areas, but the method remains to be applied on an empirical case.  
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Some species exhibit phenotypic variation in having alternative morphs that differ in their 
distribution ranges (Tarjuelo et al. 2004, Denoël 2007). This is the case of facultative 
paedomorphosis in newts and salamanders, a process in which some individuals mature while 
retaining gills (the paedomorphs), whereas the others metamorphose into a terrestrial morph (the 
metamorphs) that come back to water to breed (Whiteman 1994). Populations with paedomorphic 
individuals are rare, threatened and geographically clustered. They constitute evolutionarily 
significant units that are essential to maintaining intraspecific diversity (Crandall et al. 2000, 
Denoël 2007). In Europe, two main areas have been associated with the highest prevalence of 
paedomorphosis: Larzac in France and Montenegro (Denoël 2007, Denoël et al. 2009). Facultative 
paedomorphosis has been shown to have a genetic component (Johnson and Voss 2013), but this 
is also an environmentally-cued polymorphism (Semlitsch 1987). Since paedomorphic populations 
are particularly threatened at the global scale, there is a need for active protection (Denoël et al. 
2005). However, there are no quantitative guidelines indicating which specific areas should be 
protected for maintaining these populations.  

The aim of this study was to evaluate whether KDEs, ENM, or a combination of these two 
approaches can provide quantitative guidelines for mapping protection areas of patch-breeding 
species. As variables such as barriers and land cover could influence utilization distributions 
(Benhamou and Cornélis 2010), we evaluated whether integrating these elements into KDE 
analyses can improve the outcome of analyses. To this end, we used populations of paedomorphic 
palmate newts (Lissotriton helveticus) in Larzac as a model system for four main reasons: 1. the 
study area is inhabited by a high rate of populations with paedomorphosis, allowing quantitative 
analyses: 68% of the known cases of paedomorphosis in the palmate newt have been identified in 
this area, which comprises 0.5% only of the species distribution range; 2. paedomorphosis is not 
uniformly distributed across space; 3. all paedomorphs are limited to distinctly individualized 
patches, i.e. ponds; 4. paedomorphs are locally and globally declining because of environmental 
modifications, thus making it essential to delineate areas where conservation efforts are explicitly 
targeted towards them (Denoël et al. 2005, Denoël 2007, Denoël and Ficetola 2014).  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Pond locations and newt sampling 

We determined the distribution and local abundance of paedomorphic palmate newts by surveying 
277 ponds in southern Larzac (France). The area studied, delineated by a minimum convex polygon 
(MCP) computed on the full set of ponds, covered 442 km². Larzac is a rural area with low 
urbanization and a high abundance and diversity of amphibians (Gabrion 1977, Denoël and 
Lehmann 2006, Geniez and Cheylan 2012).  

Ponds were sampled once a year, with an average of 2.4 times per pond during the 12-year 
study period (2002–2013; i.e. 670 censuses), to obtain an index of paedomorphic newt abundance 
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based on average values across time. Averaged values of paedomorph abundance was chosen 
because it was not possible to deal with repeated measurements in kernels and to have an average 
representation of the interest of each pond. Paedomorphs differ from metamorphs on multiple traits, 
such as the presence of gills only present in the paedomorphs (Fig. 1). Their adulthood was 
established by the presence of a developed cloaca. Newts were caught by dip-netting and seining 
along transects to cover the entire surface of the ponds several times, including the deepest parts 
(Denoël and Lehmann 2006). Sampling ended after many unsuccessful netting attempts in varied 
areas of the ponds. This method has the advantage of sampling all micro-habitats and thus gives 
comparable values across ponds since all ponds were surveyed similarly by the same person. 
Previous studies showed that the individual detection probability with this type of removal estimate 
is very high (Wilbur 1997) and that using dip-nets is an adequate method for sampling newts 
(Arntzen 2002).  

 

FIG. 1. Paedomorphic palmate newt (Lissotriton helveticus). 

 
Statistical analyses 

 

Kernel density estimation. –Fixed normal kernel density estimations were produced on the 
basis of the distribution of paedomorphic individuals, by using the index of abundance at each pond 
for the calculation. For kernel analysis, we used a cell size of 0.01 km2. We used the ad hoc method 
for the optimum choice of the smoothing parameter of the kernel h, which controls the "width" of 
kernel functions placed over each point (Worton 1989, 1995): h = s × n -1/6 where n is the sample 
size, s = [0.5 × (s2

x + s2
y)]1/2, and s2 are s2

x, s2
y are the estimated variances of (x,y) data. We used a 

fixed h over the entire surface area, as computer simulations showed that this approach fits data the 
most accurately (Seaman and Powell 1996). The obtained h (1.59 km) was coherent with the effect 
of pond density on newt abundance. Indeed, a previous study highlighted effect of newt abundance 
at ponds at a distance of 1.3 km from core ponds (Denoël and Lehmann 2006). We considered 10 
KDE values from 10 to 95% (Fig. 2A); each KDE value is delineated by its respective isopleth (i.e. 
line on a map) and corresponds to the smallest area protecting respectively 10 to 95% of 
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individuals. In our analyses, we were interested in both coverages and number of disjoint areas 
obtained using the different KDE values. Both parameters are important for conservation planning, 
as for amphibians, broad areas are expected to protect more connected ponds whereas isolated and 
disjoint areas often have lower conservation effectiveness than the connected ones (Marsh and 
Trenham 2001).  

Southern Larzac is a plateau which is naturally limited by a mountain ridge to the south. A 
canyon separates the two plateaus (Larzac sensu stricto and Blandas) studied in Larzac. The 
Blandas plateau is limited northward by the Arre Valley. In addition, a highway limits the study 
area on its western edge (Fig. 2B). These natural and anthropogenic features could constitute strong 
or even impassable barriers for newt movement. Therefore, kernel analyses were repeated while 
taking into account the effect of barriers (Benhamou and Cornélis 2010). Barriers were drawn 
following the limits of the plateau and the main highway using GIS data (digital elevation model 
and road data from the Institut Géographique National, France, 2013). During amphibian surveys, 
detection probability is generally less than 100% (Mazerolle et al. 2007). Unfortunately, detection 
probability cannot be integrated into kernel analysis. Nevertheless, previous analyses showed that 
detection probability with the survey methods is very high in the study area, therefore analyses not 
taking into account detection probability yield results that are nearly identical to analyses 
integrating detection probability (Denoël and Ficetola 2014). In order to depict the effect of the 
two kernel approaches (without/with barrier) and of the KDE values (i.e. isopleths of different 
percentages, from 10 to 95%) on the surface of the utilization distribution, we used linear mixed 
models. Area was used as dependent variable while approach (Kernel without and with barriers), 
KDE value and their interaction were considered as independent variables. Areas at the same KDE 
are not independent because they are multiple measurements taken on the same data, therefore the 
identity of KDE values was considered a random effect. 

Ecological niche modelling. –We used Maximum Entropy Modelling (MaxEnt) to build 
ENMs relating the distribution of paedomorphs with environmental variables. MaxEnt is a 
presence-background approach that evaluates the suitability of a given cell on the basis of 
environmental features in that cell (Phillips et al. 2006, Elith et al. 2011). Comparative analyses 
showed that MaxEnt is among the ENMs with best predictive performance (Elith et al. 2006, 2011). 
Two topographic features were used from the digital elevation model: elevation a.s.l. and slope in 
a 100-m resolution raster. As a measure of landscape composition (availability of terrestrial 
habitat), we used the percentage covered by natural vegetation in the 100-m cell, calculated on the 
basis of CORINE Landcover 2006. As presence points, we used the location of ponds containing 
the main populations of paedomorphic palmate newts (n > 10 paedomorphs). This approach was 
used as it gives greater emphasis to ponds with many paedomorphs (as in KDE). MaxEnt models 
calibrated using all the ponds with paedomorphs instead than using that only those with more than 
10 paedomorphs yielded identical results (correlation between the two ouputs: r = 0.95). We 
performed censuses in all ponds for the area within the MCP of 277 ponds, while areas outside the 
MCP were only occasionally surveyed. Therefore, we assumed a sampling bias within the MCP, 
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with a 10-times better sampling within this area (Phillips et al. 2009). This bias value was chosen 
following recommendations of Kramer-Schadt et al. (2013). Preliminary analyses using different 
values of bias yielded identical results. We used a 10-fold cross-validation to evaluate the 
performance of the model. Data were split in ten sets. We built a model using 90% of the data 
(calibration data) and tested predictive performance for the remaining 10% of the data (test data). 
This procedure was repeated ten times, each time using a different set of test data (Nogués-Bravo 
2009). As a measure of model performance, we calculated the area under the curve (AUC) of the 
receiver operator plot for the test data and averaged over the ten replicated runs as a measure of 
predictive performance (Manel et al., 2001). We assumed that a cell is suitable if it shows suitability 
higher than the minimum training presence threshold (averaged over the 10 cross-validated runs), 
while we assumed a high suitability if suitability is higher than 0.5 (Elith et al. 2011).  

In preliminary analyses, we also tested a model including additional variables representing 
landscape composition and human land-cover (altitude, slope, cover of open pastures and cropland, 
forest, scrubland, sclerophyllous vegetation and urban areas). However, at landscape scale MaxEnt 
models often show better performance when only a small number of variables is used (Ficetola et 
al. 2014). In our study, the model with seven variables showed a much higher Akaike Information 
Criterion corrected for small sample size (AICc = 990.0) than the model with just three variables 
(AICc = 970.4). Therefore, we present the results of the 3-variables model, which pooled the main 
variables representing natural habitat (see Warren and Seifert 2011). 

 

Comparison of performance across approaches. –We used a cross-validation approach to 
assess the performance of the four approaches (KDE without barriers, KDE with barriers, Maxent 
and a combination of KDE with MaxEnt). The dataset of ponds with paedomorphs was divided in 
10 groups. Each time, data from 90% of ponds were used to develop KDE and ENMs, while the 
remaining 10% of data was used to test performance (10 runs of cross-validation). For each cross-
validation run, the areas that would be protected were delineated using the 90% KDE and, for 
MaxEnt models, by the suitability threshold that would consider 90% of presence points as being 
within suitable habitats (i.e. the 10% training presence threshold: Pearson et al. 2007). Model 
performance was defined as the ratio between the proportion of paedomorphs that would be 
protected by a given approach and the proportion of the study area requiring protection. The 
performance metric therefore favored approaches requiring less area to protect more individuals, 
as conservation actions are always limited by resources (i.e. large reserves require more resources 
and are more difficult to establish). 

Statistical packages. –The analyses were performed in MaxEnt 3.3.3k (Phillips et al. 2006) 
and in R 3.0.2, using the packages adehabitatHR (Calenge 2011), dismo (Hijmans et al. 2013), 
raster (Hijmans 2013) and nlme (Pinheiro et al. 2014). All maps were created with ArcGIS 10.1 
(ESRI). 
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RESULTS 

During the 12-year study, 8451 paedomorphs were counted over 61 ponds: 50 ponds on the Larzac 
plateau and 11 on the Blandas plateau (Fig. 2). This partially follows the administrative units as 49 
ponds were in the Hérault department and 12 in the Gard department. On average, there were 33.4 
paedomorphs per pond and visit (SE = 6.2, range over averaged values across years: 0.2–275, n = 
61) (Fig. 2).  

Kernel analysis without barriers 

The 100 and 95% MCP for ponds with paedomorphosis covered 350 and 295 km², respectively, 
i.e. 79 and 67% of the study area. The use of KDEs reduced this area, except at 90 and 95% KDE. 
At 95%, KDE covered an area of 375 km², whereas it covered 13 km² at 10%. The surface area 
defined by each isopleth increased with the KDE values from 10 to 95% following a non-linear 
pattern (Fig. 3A).  

The correlation between number of disjoint areas and KDE values appeared low (Spearman 
correlation: rS = −0.295, n = 10, p = 0.41; Fig. 3B), and only above 90% KDE the different 
delineated areas become more connected (i.e. two instead of three disjoint areas) (Fig. 3B). The 
number of ponds included in the surface areas delineated by each KDE increased linearly with 
KDE values, from 10 to 95% (rS = 1, n = 10, p < 0.001; Fig. 3C). The 50% KDE area included 
39% of the ponds. The average number of ponds per disjoint areas quickly increased with KDE 
values (rS = 0.976, n = 10, p < 0.001; Fig. 3D).  

Kernel analysis with barriers 

The use of barriers modified the utilization distribution (Figs. 2 and 3). The model with barriers 
generally identified smaller areas than the model without barriers for the different KDE values (e.g. 
225 instead of 301 km² for the 90% KDE; effect of kernel approach: mixed model: F1,8 = 90.7, p < 
0.001). However, differences were very limited for the small KDEs (e.g. 12.2 instead of 12.6 km² 
for the 10% KDE) (Fig. 3A). Utilization distribution increased as a function of KDEs (F1,8 = 52.7, 
p < 0.001), but without barriers the increase was faster than with barriers (interaction between 
kernel approach and KDE: F1,8 = 42.9, p < 0.001).  

In contrast to the results obtained with the analysis without using barriers, the number of disjoint 
areas decreased as KDE values increased (rs = 0.921, n = 10, p < 0.001; Fig. 3B). The number of 
disjoint areas was generally higher in the analysis with barriers, if compared to the analysis without 
barriers (Fig. 3B). The total number of ponds and the mean number of ponds per disjoint area 
increased with KDEs in a very similar way to the analysis without barriers (Fig. 3C and 4D). The 
50% KDE area also included 39% of the ponds. For the analysis on the average number of ponds 
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by disjoint area, a similar value was observed for a 60% KDE, whereas the analysis with barriers 
provided a lower number of ponds for all other KDEs (Fig. 3D). 

 

 

FIG. 2. Cartographic representation of Kernel density estimators (KDEs) and ecological niche model (MaxEnt) for 
paedomorphic palmate newts (Lissotriton helveticus) in southern Larzac (France): (A) KDE without barriers; (B) KDE 
with barriers; (C) MaxEnt; (D) MaxEnt combined with KDE. The average number of paedomorphs caught per pond 
is proportional to the size of full circles (n = 61 ponds). KDEs from 10 to 95% are shown. For MaxEnt Models, 0.213 
is the minimum training presence suitability threshold. In B, the barriers separate two plateaus: the Larzac plateau in 
the south and west and the Blandas plateau in the north and east. Barriers correspond to both anthropogenic features 
(highway) and natural features (limits of the plateau by canyons and a deep valley). 
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FIG. 3. Surface areas (A), number of disjoint areas (B), proportion of ponds with paedomorphs (C) and mean number 
of ponds with paedomorphs by disjoint area (D) as a function of Kernel density estimators (KDEs) for paedomorphic 
palmate newts (Lissotriton helveticus) in southern Larzac (France). Grey lines and diamonds: analysis without 
barriers; black lines and squares: analysis with barriers. 

 

Combining habitat suitability models and Kernel analysis 

Slope and elevation showed the stronger contribution to the model (percent contribution: 58.9% 
and 33.3%, respectively), whereas natural vegetation had a weak effect (7.8%). Suitability was 
highest in cells with slope < 10°, altitude of 300-700m, and with relatively high cover of natural 
vegetation (online Appendix A). The model showed generally good predictive performance: the 
average AUC of cross-validated runs was 0.793 (SD = 0.120). 0.213 was the minimum training 
suitability threshold, i.e. all populations showed suitability ≥ 0.213. A large proportion of the study 
area (70%) showed suitability values higher than this value (Fig. 2C). The model identified 
potentially highly suitable habitats (i.e., suitability > 0.50) in places where paedomorphs were not 
found, particularly in the south-east of the study area, outside Larzac (Fig. 2C). Combining MaxEnt 
with KDE highlighted core areas within the limits of each KDE (Table 1). Some areas were 
considered as unsuitable for newts within each KDE; particularly in the largest KDEs (Table 1).  
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TABLE 1. Surface areas (km²) obtained by ecological niche modelling (MaxEnt) within the 10 areas delineated by 
kernel density estimations for paedomorphic palmate newts (Lissotriton helveticus) in Southern Larzac (France). 
0.213 is the minimum training presence suitability threshold. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                               

 

Comparison of the performance of the four approaches 

Overall, MaxEnt combined with KDE and KDE with barrier were the approaches with the highest 
performance, while MaxEnt showed the lowest performance (Fig. 4). Across the 10 replicates, 
MaxEnt combined with KDE consistently showed higher performance than both the MaxEnt (t test 
for paired samples: t18 = 6.0, P < 0.001) and the standard KDE approaches (t18 = 3.3, P = 0.005). 
The performance of the KDE with barrier and of MaxEnt combined with KDE was very similar 
(t18 = 0.7, P = 0.49). 

 

FIG. 4. Performance of the four methods (KDE without barriers, 
KDE with barriers, MaxEnt and MaxEnt combined with KDE), 
evaluated on the basis of cross-validation. Performance was 
evaluated as the ratio between the proportion of paedomorphs 
that would be protected by a given approach and the proportion 
of the study area requiring protection. 

 

KDE  Suitability 

< 0.213  > 0.213  > 0.5 

10% 1 11.6 9.1 
20% 3.1 26.6 20.3 
30% 5.7 44.1 34.9 
40% 8.3 64.2 52.2 
50% 12.3 86.4 69 
60% 19 111.4 84.3 
70% 28.8 140.8 101 
80% 42.5 178.9 123.3 
90% 64.4 236.9 152.4 
95% 80.9 294.7 178 
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DISCUSSION 

In contrast to analyses not based on distribution probability functions, the use of kernel density 
estimators allowed us to objectively target the most important areas, i.e. those including 
connections between the largest populations of paedomorphic individuals. Recent studies 
highlighted the value of KDEs on the basis of occupancy data, for example along transects (O'Brien 
et al. 2012). Here, we showed that the method can also give valuable results with patch-abundance 
data, such as in ponds surrounded by terrestrial lands in which organisms have secretive habits. 
This approach offers a valuable complement or alternative to other quantitative methodologies, 
such as landscape modelling and genetics (Manel and Holderegger 2013), particularly when 
focusing on the most relevant populations and maintaining connectivity between sites is targeted 
as a priority.  

 

Kernel density estimators and conservation 

Determining the abundance of pond-breeding amphibians over wide ranges, i.e. at the landscape 
scale, is rarely feasible through methods other than population estimations during their breeding 
period (Denoël and Lehmann 2006). Indeed, pond-breeding amphibians have more secretive habits 
during their terrestrial than aquatic stage and the use of radio-telemetry methods can only be applied 
to a handful of focal populations (Schabetsberger et al. 2004). Using KDEs on patch-distributed 
estimates of abundances, it was possible to delineate sets of surface areas that differ in their overall 
probability of encompassing determined fractions of the whole number of reproductive individuals 
present in the study area. In this perspective, the use of KDEs made it possible to objectively 
identify the areas needed to maintain a required proportion of individuals. Systematic conservation 
planning requires the identification of explicit and quantifiable conservation goals (Margules and 
Pressey 2000), and KDEs provide figures that can be easily incorporated into conservation 
planning.  

KDE results can provide an explicit assessment of quantitative conservation targets, but it 
is important to integrate them with other conservation approaches, such as the distribution of 
suitable environments, and other economic and social factors (Margules and Pressey 2000, 
Compton et al. 2007). However, in the present case, the entire area is encompassed in traditionally 
managed landscapes, i.e. habitats that are favourable for amphibians and most likely do not 
constitute barriers to their movements (Hartel et al. 2010). Ecological niche models confirmed that 
landscape had only a weak effect on the distribution of the paedomorphs in Larzac (Appendix A). 
Actually, 70% of the study area apparently showed suitability for paedomorphic L. helveticus (Fig. 
2C). As the complete protection of the whole area is probably not feasible, KDEs represent a 
valuable method for delineating protected areas with a primary objective to maintain clusters of 
targeted sites. Considering landscape resistance and barriers certainly increases the correspondence 
between KDEs and the actual landscape (Compton et al. 2007, Benhamou and Cornélis 2010). 
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Analyses excluding and including major barriers gave similar results, but choosing the KDEs with 
barriers can help focus on the most valuable areas. Indeed, KDEs without barriers encompass areas 
outside barriers, such as inside canyons in the studied case. No newts were found in these areas, 
which can be considered unsuitable for them. Comparing both approaches allows evaluation of 
alternative conservation actions depending on possibilities. Nevertheless, the results of the two 
analyses are mostly congruent, suggesting that this approach is robust.  

Integrating KDE with the output of niche models showed that not all areas within kernels 
have the same suitability for paedomorphs. This integrated approach gave consistent results with 
the analysis integrating barriers in KDE: The limits of plateaus had a major effect on the 
distribution of newts. The integrated map (Fig. 2D) more accurately delineated the limits of the 
plateau, if compared with the analysis of barriers. KDE with barriers had constraints to segment 
length because each segment of barriers must be greater than 3 times the bandwidth h (Benhamou 
and Cornélis 2010). In our study system, such segments were at least 4.8 km long thus hampering 
to closely follow the topographic barriers. Additional topographical features were highlighted 
inside the kernels such as some high slopes. Our model was built on the basis of the presence of 
paedomorphs in populations, therefore steep areas, where pond presence is unlikely, are identified 
as unsuitable. Nevertheless, newts may use them during their terrestrial stage (Vilter and Vilter 
1962). Amphibian populations often exist within networks of populations linked by dispersal (e.g. 
metapopulations), therefore areas apparently unsuitable for breeding may also be important 
corridors, needed for long time persistence (Marsh and Trenham 2001). These apparently 
unsuitable areas within kernels may therefore act as corridors linking the major core areas. In other 
words, ecological niche models could help at defining target conservation areas to maintain suitable 
landscapes for newt persistence, whereas kernels help at focusing on the relevant areas to protect 
and in maintaining connectivity between sites. These two approaches are thus complementary for 
a more efficient conservation management. 

The best conservation performance was obtained by integrating KDE with landscape 
information, either through the explicit definition of ecological barriers, either through the use of 
ENM (Fig. 4). Overall, the two approaches provide similar results for practical planning (see Fig. 
2), and may be appropriate under different conditions. On the one hand, KDE with barriers may be 
particularly useful if there are major topographic and anthropic barriers (e.g. roads), that can be 
objectively identified. If such objective delineation is not feasible, the integration between KDE 
and ENM would provide an excellent alternative, because it jointly considers the dispersal and the 
habitat issues. Our approach for the selection of the optimal conservation areas has some 
limitations. First, we estimated performance on the basis of the ratio between the proportion of 
protected paedomorphs and the amount of study area requiring protection. In principle, such 
performance values might be maximized by protecting very small areas, with values insufficient to 
protect viable populations. It is therefore extremely important to combine performance metrics with 
additional parameters, such as biological information on the surface area required to maintain 
populations in the long term. Second, the results of KDE analyses may be affected by the choice 
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of bandwidth. Nevertheless, the bandwidth value selected by the ad hoc method corresponded well 
to the known dispersal range of the studied species (Denoël and Lehmann, 2006), suggesting that 
the used bandwidth value was not unlinked to species biological requirements. Third, performance 
analysis was based on cross-validation, as no independent data were available, and this might 
slightly inflate the performance measures. However, the results of performance analysis are likely 
reliable, because our sampling was nearly exhaustive, therefore it is unlikely that our metrics are 
biased by missing multiple major areas with paedomorphs. Furthermore, tests with truly 
independent datasets confirmed that cross-validation approaches provide good measures of relative 
performance (Barbet-Massin and Jetz 2014). 

 

Conservation areas for rare phenotypes 

 

Previous studies have highlighted that polyphenisms are geographically clustered (Denoël 2007, 
Emel and Bonett 2011). Using KDEs in the present study made it possible to quantitatively 
delineate distribution areas with the highest numbers of paedomorphs in Larzac. This clustering 
may arise from two non-exclusive processes. First, environmental features favourable to the 
expression of paedomorphosis may be clustered. Furthermore, given that paedomorphosis has been 
shown to have a genetic basis (Johnson and Voss 2013), it can also be expected that close 
populations share some genetic underpinning and thus that the maintenance of paedomorphosis can 
be favoured through gene flow between sites. Now that molecular markers such as microsatellites 
are available for palmate newts, the use of landscape genetics within a spatial context would be 
promising to explain the current spatial pattern highlighted by KDE (Drechsler et al. 2013). 

Long-term studies showed that extirpation of paedomorphic palmate newts occurred in 
Larzac (Denoël et al. 2005). Consequently, the resilience of paedomorphosis might only be possible 
if emigration is maintained from the surrounding environment. Maintaining a high number of ponds 
is thus particularly important, provided that the connectivity among sites is ensured. Using the areas 
identified through 95% KDE, it is possible to maintain the connection among all the main ponds, 
whereas using 80% KDE creates splits among areas. These guidelines correspond at protecting 
areas covering 95 and 80% of the populations of paedomorphs, respectively. Yet, each disjoint area 
maintains multiple breeding patches. The non-linear increase of the average number of ponds by 
disjoint area indicates that some thresholds should be considered in establishing the limits of 
conservation areas. For instance, at 50% KDE, only five ponds per disjoint area are included, 
whereas if the 80% delineation is followed, around 15 ponds would be protected, doubling the 
surface area required. Off course, the number of disjoint areas is only one of the parameters that 
should be considered. Actually, a small number of disjoint areas may be achieved by protecting a 
very small portion of the landscape (Fig. 3D), which would not ensure a sufficient protection to the 
target species. It is therefore essential to focus first on the number of protected ponds and then on 
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the number of disjoint areas. KDEs allows thus to pinpoint the most valuable areas, i.e. those 
covering the highest number of ponds with paedomorphs within the smallest surface (Fig. 2).  

The areas delineated by KDEs include also many ponds in which no paedomorphs were 
found (78% of the 277 studied ponds were devoid paedomorphs). The absence of paedomorphic 
individuals in these habitats is caused by a variety of factors (Denoël and Ficetola 2014). For 
instance, shallow ponds could dry up and thus host metamorphic individuals only. Managements 
of these ponds within the targeted KDEs could also help to provide adequate habitats in which 
paedomorphosis could be expressed.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Delineating conservation areas is a major challenge to sustain biodiversity. Depending on priorities 
as well as financial and practical possibilities, this can be achieved using a variety of methods 
(O'Brien et al. 2012, Gleason et al. 2013). Methods mapping density probabilities across space, 
such as KDEs based on patch-occupancy data, can provide the grounds for delineations that 
encompass the richer areas while optimizing connections between the largest groups. Only recently 
have KDEs been used on the basis of population density and not individual patterns (O'Brien et al. 
2012, Martins et al. 2013). The use of KDEs in these studies, along with the one used in the present 
study for a patch-breeding phenotype, shows their relevance in this context. The development of 
varied statistical methods in statistical packages such as the open source R software (Calenge 
2011), including improvements such as the inclusion of barriers (Compton et al. 2007, Benhamou 
and Cornélis 2010), and the integration with the more widely used ecological niche models, now 
makes KDEs useful tools in addressing these questions in a wide variety of organisms.  
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL 

APPENDIX A. Response curves of MaxEnt models, showing relationships between suitability for paedomorphic 
palmate newts (Lissotriton helveticus) and environmental variables (altitude, slope and % cover of natural 
vegetation). The red line represents the mean suitability across the 10 crossvalidated replicates ± SD (blue area) 
(Ecological Archives). 

 


